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Abstract
This study aimed to explore the applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur. 10 teachers also act as the football coaches and 11 school football players were the study participants and the number of participants were determined by the degree of saturation of information which is refer to no new information was discovered among the rest of the study participants (Lebar, 2017; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The data collection and the interview duration in this study was obtained 6 months through semi structured interview as suggested by Patton (2002). This study used qualitative research method called grounded theory approach as suggested by Strauss and Corbin (1998, 1990). The data were derived from the interview session and systematically collected, transcribed and analyzed by data analysis called coding which is consist of Open Coding, Axial Coding and Selective Coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, 1990). Based on the findings of the study have shown there were six steps of football coaching process such as planning, pre-briefing, conduct training session, observation, coach and correct, post-briefing including training summary. At the end of the study, applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur Model was successfully produced.
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Introduction
Football is the popular sports for various ages started from kids until adult (Ali & Talib, 2013). Football is considered as the number one sport in Malaysia and rest of the world based on television audiences, compared to other sporting events viewed (Karim & Nadzalan, 2017; Karim, 2016; Hamid & Kendall, 2008; Pundyk, 2004). Khoo Kay Kim (1994) stated that school is the best platform to produce talented athletes and the place that potential athletes equipped with proper training and guidance. This statement also stated in National Football Development Program (2014), school is one of the early education platform for physical activity related to
football and basically teachers were the responsible person to teach and to coach the students in football.

There is nothing to discuss about sports coaching field (Karim & Nadzalan 2017a; Karim & Nadzalan, 2017b; Kjaer, 2017; Jones, Edwards & Filho, 2016; Nelson, Cushion, Potrac & Groom, 2014). Traditionally, coaching is defined as the existence of a coaching process by coaches that will drive the development of the athletes (Cushion, Nelson, Armour, Lyle, Jones, Sandford & O’Callaghan, 2010). Maslovat and Franks (2008) stated coaching process can be described as the continuous cycle of any tournaments, competition and training session where coaches play their roles by observation and analyze the athletes’ performance for the sake of their improvement.

Coaching process enable to assist in terms of coaches’ education and development, can be acted as the catalyst in order to improve any fields, Abraham, Collins and Martindale (2006); Lyle (2002) to help coaches to provide the quality of experiences for athletes as well as the career development (Côté, Salmela, Trudel, Baria & Russell, 1995). A coach needs to have the proper training guidelines because this is part of coaching science (Barnson, 2014). Therefore, this research has been conducted by exploring the applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur and to produced the model of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur.

Objectives

• To see the efficacy of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process among coaches and football players’ performance in Kuala Lumpur.
• To explore the existing applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur.
• To build model of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process based on Grounded Theory Approach as suggested by Strauss & Corbin (2015; 1998).

Literature Review

Previous studies show that some researchers have been produced the coaching models that evolve from time to time for example “The Coaching Model” by Cote, Salmela, Trudel, Baria and Russels (1995). Abraham, Collins and Martindale (2006) have produced “The Coaching Schematic” which involved the decision-making process in the coaching process. Next coaching process model has been developed by Irvine (2012) regarding the “Analyze-Involve-Model (AIM) Soccer Coaching Process” which is based on three aspects such as process, behavior and leadership styles.

Cooper and Allen (2017) have applied semi structured interview to six coaches in order to explore the components of the applied coaching process through their study titled “The Coaching Process of the Expert Coach: A Coach Led Approach”. Through the study of “The Coaching Process in Football – A qualitative perspective”, Sarmento, Pereira, Anguera, Campanico and Leitao (2014) have interviewed eight football coaches from Portuguese League in order to explore the football coaching process. The eight football coaches possess 2 to 30 years of football coaching experiences. The study of “Understanding the Coaching Process : A Framework for Social Analysis” by Jones, Armour and Potrac (2002) based on the the
exploration of coaching process in order to propose the coaching framework. Followed by these researches ideas came up for me to find the proper football coaching process in Malaysian School. Literature review is also vital in order to be referred for guidelines align with the study intent to explore the applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur and to produce the model of it.

Problem Statement
Hamid and Kendall (2008) have stated Malaysia was formerly widely respected football team in Asian continent and still considered as the popular sport in this country. Although Malaysian football in the professional era but its performance still below the par and difficult to be proud of (Ali, 2016). As a result, the possibility to explore the football coaching process as one of the factors in performance achievement is needed.

National Football Development Program (2014) have reported that some problems have been raised before such as unqualified coaches and lack of technical or strategies knowledge issues including issue of qualified coaches but inexperienced to conduct training session at the grassroots level. There is possibility of some coaches do not take the coaching process seriously may be emerged. In addition, according to Sinar Harian (2014) have reported total of female teachers were 70 % compared to male teachers and the possibility of unqualified coach will be emerged. Kuala Lumpur football achievement in tournament of Malaysian School Sports Council (MSSM) were not quite consistent from 2014 until 2019 for all categories such as Under 12, Under 15 and Under 18 and mostly at grouping level.

Karim and Nadzalan (2017a); Karim and Nadzalan (2017b) have stated that football coaches in this country may face some obstacles such as education curriculum, career path of the coaches’ issue, limited opportunities including career assurance as a coach. Thus, this study was conducted in order to explore the competency of the football coaches in conducting football coaching process at school in Kuala Lumpur.

Research Methodology
This study has applied Grounded Theory Approach as suggested by Strauss and Corbin (1998, 1990) and coding method have been used for data analysis purpose. Basically, the coding consists of Open Coding, Axial Coding and Selective Coding. Strauss and Corbin (1990) have stated the data collection and data analysis were the integrated process. This term also called as “interplay in nature” which researchers responded to the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Strauss and Corbin also stated through Grounded Theory, which the analysis will begin shortly after the first data is collected. There were 1,326 coding identified in this study using the open coding procedure. The analysis of interview transcripts was carried out with line-by-line analysis to identify the potential themes and concepts in the data. The data collection method in this study consists of semi-structured interview, observation and documentation analysis as suggested by (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Creswell, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The findings of the study were transcribed and analyzed by using coding method. The preliminary analysis is vital because it enable to guide the upcoming interview and observation session (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
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*Rajah 1.1: Research Concept Framework*
Sample
Purposive Sampling or Judgement Sampling has been used in this study where the researchers rely on self-assessment when choosing among population to participate in this research (Black, 2010). Black (2010) also stated purposive sampling is a non-probability sampling method and it occur when the elements selected for sampling purposes. In a nutshell, the researchers will decide what to explore and assigned in order to select participants who are willing to provide information based on their knowledge and experience (Bernard, 2002).

A total of 10 teachers cum football coaches and 11 school football players were selected for the interview session. These coaches were equipped football coaching license from D level to B level and possess vast experience in football coaching. The selections of 11 school football players were made in order to explore the satisfaction level of football players with coaching process.

During interview session, numbers of participants were determined by the degree of saturation of information which no new data seem to be emerged compared to the rest of the previous participants (Lebar, 2017; Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Data Collection
Semi-structured interview has been used in this study to all participants including 10 teachers cum football coaches and 11 school football players at school in Kuala Lumpur accordingly to Creswell (2013); Patton (2002) the researchers need to establish the trustworthy with the participants and determine the open-ended questions. The answers must be recorded by tape in great details, to expand the unstructured ideas Gibbs and Taylor (2005) as well as exploring the participants’ views and experiences. Align with the study objectives, the researcher has used the semi-structured interview format because it contains a set of open-ended questions that consist of demographic information, experiences and perceptions of the participants (Creswell, 2013; Patton, 2002; Merriam (2001). The interview session was transcribed and analyzed by using Grounded Theory Approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Bogdan and Biklen (2003); Esterberg (2002); Kvale (1996) also stated a set of open-ended questions is able to get feedback publicly. Apart from interview session, the observation can be made in order to observe the involvement of coaches and players in football coaching process (Karim & Nadzalan, 2017; Karim et al., 2018; Karim, Ghafar, & Nadzalan, 2018). A few numbers of documents such as log book and periodization were collected for the documentation analysis purpose.

Data Analysis
This study was conducted by using Grounded Theory Approach by Strauss and Corbin (1998, 1990). For data analysis purposes, coding method have been applied. Coding method consists of Open Coding, Axial Coding and Selective Coding are the practice of researchers who using Grounded Theory Approach (Strauss & Corbin, 2015; 1998; 1990).
Open Coding
A total of 1,326 open coding successfully produced in this study. The interview was transcribed with line-by-line analysis in order to identify the potential codes, themes and concepts at the preliminary stage of Open Coding. Axial Coding and Selective Coding were later used in order to produce theory or model in an inductive process (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

Axial Coding
Strauss and Corbin (1998) have recommended Axial Coding is “a set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways after open coding, by making connections between categories”. Strauss and Corbin (1998) have stated central category have to be identified and linking all the categories by using selective coding.

Selective Coding
Once the core variables have been determined, selective coding must be applied. The interview guides and procedures were used with these 10 coaches and 11 school football players at school in Kuala Lumpur and the core categories were identified from the data analysis.

Results
All 10 teachers cum football coaches have shared six steps of football coaching process such as planning, pre briefing, conduct training session, observation, coach and correct, post briefing including summary. Overall, the 11 school football players in Kuala Lumpur have satisfied with the football coaching process that was conducted by their coach and through football coaching process have impacted the football players’ performance. In a nutshell, applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur is vital to be implemented every football training session because it is one of the coaches’ competencies, requirement in training session and can give positive implications towards football players’ performance.

Discussion
Model of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur was successfully produced through the data analysis. The main theme in this research is characteristic for school football coaches which consist of three sections such as demography, challenges and competency. Finally, the six steps of football coaching process such as planning, pre briefing, conduct training session, observation, coach and correct, post briefing including summary have been produced. Model of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur was successfully produced through data analysis shown Figure 1.2 as below.
Figure 1.2: Model of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur
Conclusion
Coaching process is one of the coaches’ competencies. According to Martens (2002), football coaching process is vital because football coach is the responsible person for his team and has the goal of improvement and empowerment of the players’ performance. Mallett and Dickens (2009) have stated the coaches play the vital role not just to produce athletes but to ensure they were equipped with knowledge and highly skilled in any respective sports. Based on the research findings have shown there were six steps of football coaching process such as planning, pre briefing, conduct training session, observation, coach and correct, post briefing including summary. From the aspect of coaches’ planning, all coaches need to have their own periodization or coaching plan. Aspect of pre briefing has shown the explanation of training session to all football players including demonstration by coaches. For conducting training session, warm-up will start first before proceed to further various types of drills. In observation, the coaches need to see how well the training session run and can identify players’ strength and weaknesses. And then, aspect of coaching coach shown the coaches will demonstrate to the players in order to improve any respective weaknesses. Finally, the football coaching process will be ended with post briefing and summary by coaches, start with cooling down of players and coaches will summarize the training session to them accordingly. The football governing body should re-look at the training syllabus of coaches in order to include the coaching process. Thus, they will be trained with current characteristics’ demands and needs of the coaches have learned from the ground.

Suggestion
It is recommended that the future researchers who tend to conduct research regarding football coaching process to be expanded in other states besides Kuala Lumpur. Through this research, it is hoped that the model of applied pattern of school football coaches’ coaching process in Kuala Lumpur will be considered to be the blue print at school level in order to ensure the standardization of applied pattern of football coaching process.

Ethical clearance - The study has been done in accordance with human research ethics as per required by the Declaration of Helsinki.
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